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1.LeBron James In 2017 With LeBron Soldier 11.

LeBron James averaged a triple-double in The NBA Finals, but a 129-120 loss Monday
night in Game 5 ended the Cavaliers' quest to repeat. But  LeBron James had an epic
series. He averaged 33.6 points, 12 rebounds and 10 assists. He played 43 minutes a
game and became the first player in NBA Finals history to average a triple-double
with Nike LeBron Soldier 11.

This Nike LeBron Soldier 11  also known as SFG (Strive for Greatness) comes dressed
in a Black and Dark Red  color combination. Dressed in predominate Black which covers
the mesh uppers, four straps, midsole and heel. Following we have an Icy translucent
 outsole which also gives them a ‘Black ’ theme.

2.Kevin Durant Won Final NBA In 2017 With  Nike kd 10

Durant, who became just the sixth player in N.B.A. history to score 30 or more
points in each game of a finals, had 39 in the series-clinching Game 5 victory. He
proved his value all over the court with dominant play inside, great outside
shooting and tenacious defense as the Warriors beat the Cavaliers 129-120.
 With all that in the past, he is now a World Champ with Nike KD 10  Finals PE Blue
to take action dressed in a Blue and Gold color combination while utilizing speckled
detailing on the midsole and a translucent outsole.

3. Nike Kyrie 3 Black Gold  For Game 5 of the NBA Finals

This Nike Kyrie 3 features a Black-based upper highlighted with a Metallic Gold Nike
Swoosh logo on the sides. A mix of Red and Gold appears on the Kyrie tongue tag,
while sitting atop a speckled midsole and icy translucent outsole.

Take a closer look below and let us know what you guys think in the comments
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section. When the NBA Finals are over, should Nike release an NIKEiD option to give
us a chance to customize our own Finals shoe?
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